Cricket Victoria

CATEGORY: SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT
SKS Technologies recently completed an Audio Visual fit out
of the new world class $41million facility for Cricket Victoria.
These facilities will house player teams from, Victorian Bush
Ranges, Melbourne Stars, Melbourne Renegades, Victorian
Spirit (woman’s League) and Cricket Australia.
The facilities Audio Visual consists of a 4 person
multipurpose space with integrated Crestron control via
iPad control to join and unjoin the space to make either
4 individual meeting rooms or one large event space
overlooking the ground from the second level. Video
presentation to this space consists of an IP TV solution that
can show, Foxtel, MATV, direct ground camera feed, and
direct Source input from laptop of wireless presentation.
Also within the facility are 25+ meeting rooms which consist
of simple 4 person meeting rooms to large boardroom
with Video Conferencing capability. Each space consists of
a wall mounted LCD for direct presentation from device or
ability to access the IPTV solution for game days, and any
other major sporting events. The larger Boardroom spaces
comprise of an 86 inch Microsoft Surface for seamless user
sharing of presentations at other Cricket Australia facilities
and partners.
The final major space is an indoor wicket training and event
hire space. This space has a PA audio system to allow music
and announcements to be heard through the 10 wicket
indoor area, for coaches and training staff to speak with
players in each wicket. They have the ability to record 4 of
the 10 wickets to a viewing room and playback recordings, or
live video to the 6 LCD scattered through the indoor wicket
area. This space is also adjoined to a full professional Gym
area with PA audio with music selection available for each
team using the facility to select training specific audio.
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